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Abstract 

Therapeutic antibodies are instrumental in improving the treatment outcome for certain disease conditions. However, 
to enhance their efficacy and specificity, many efforts are continuously made. One of the approaches that are increas-
ingly explored in this field are pH-responsive antibodies capable of binding target antigens in a pH-dependent man-
ner. We reviewed suitability and examples of these antibodies that are functionally modulated by the tumor microen-
vironment. Provided in this review is an update about antigens targeted by pH-responsive, sweeping, and recycling 
antibodies. Applicability of the pH-responsive antibodies in the engineering of chimeric antigen receptor T-cells (CAR-
T) and in improving drug delivery to the brain by the enhanced crossing of the blood–brain barrier is also discussed. 
The pH-responsive antibodies possess strong treatment potential. They emerge as next-generation programmable 
engineered biologic drugs that are active only within the targeted biological space. Thus, they are valuable in target-
ing acidified tumor microenvironment because of improved spatial persistence and reduced on-target off-tumor 
toxicities. We predict that the programmable pH-dependent antibodies become powerful tools in therapies of cancer.
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Background
From Pasteur [1] and Ehrlich [2] until today, an extraor-
dinary scientific work has been put forth, enabling the 
clinical translation of monoclonal antibodies and anti-
body-based therapeutics for patients with unresolved 
clinical needs. Antibodies are a soluble form of B cell 
receptors (BCRs) and are essential molecules of the 
humoral immunity. Antibodies interact with the whole 
immune system through antibody-dependent cell-medi-
ated cytotoxicity (ADCC), complement-dependent cyto-
toxicity (CDC), and antibody-dependent phagocytosis 
(ADCP) [3, 4].

Application of monoclonal antibodies for therapeutic 
purposes dates to 30  years. The unprecedented story of 
anti-CD3 Muromonab OKT3 clone [5–8] for immune 
modulation upon transplant and its approval by the Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) has paved the way to 
success for several antibody-based therapeutics. To that 
extent, antibodies and antibody-based therapeutics have 
become one of the fastest-growing treatment modalities 
within the modern drug arsenal, with a projected revenue 
of 300B USD by 2025 [9]. As of March 2020, the FDA has 
approved over 90 antibodies, and several of them (> 10) 
are under review for a variety of disease indications. 
Many of them are focused on the treatment of various 
cancers [10].

Biological systems are complex and involve many pro-
tein–protein interactions and cellular metabolic pro-
cesses. Cellular microenvironment manifests itself as 
an interplay of cellular energetics and protein–protein 
interactions. Thus, it provides a vast engineering land-
scape that can be exploited to alter either the protein 
function or a cellular metabolite and, eventually, cellular 
fate. Advances in antibody engineering through recom-
binant DNA technology have opened avenues that ena-
ble the control of biological processes in a space- and 
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time-resolved manner. Antibodies can be endowed with 
properties to respond to a broad palette of environmen-
tal and physiological stimuli in cellular vicinities, such as 
pH. The ability to tap into the pH dependency of antibod-
ies enables modulation of the cellular activity in a condi-
tional and disease dependent manner. This aspect is vital 
to enhance the therapeutic potential conferred by tradi-
tional antibodies. Thus, on the cusp of the antibody engi-
neering landscape, altering the activity of antibodies by 
generating pH-responsive antibodies is gaining momen-
tum. Several groups have reported pH-responsive anti-
bodies determining/altering the target protein function 
and hence the disease biology. The valid range of pH val-
ues in which such antibodies possess the potential to act 
as therapeutics spans the pH of acidified tumor microen-
vironment (TME, pH 5.9) and neutral human plasma (pH 
7.4) [11].

Antibodies are also internalized by cells and they reach 
early endosomes, where pH is about 6.5 [12]. In acidi-
fied endosomes, antibodies are captured by neonatal Fc 
receptor (FcRn) and recycled into extracellular space 
(Fig. 1). This phenomenon protects them from lysosomal 
degradation. Thus, therapeutic antibodies after adminis-
tration into the human body encounter different micro-
environments in which the concentration of H+ ions 
can differ by more than 30-fold. Several researchers 
have demonstrated that this difference is enough to cre-
ate an antibody binding a cognate antigen exclusively at 
acidic or neutral pH [13, 14]. The range of pH values in 
the human body provides a window for engineering and 
designing of pH-responsive antibodies.

Here we review the recent advances made in pH-
dependent antibodies focusing on recycling and sweep-
ing antibodies. An update is provided on antigens 
targeted and the suitability of pH-responsive antibodies 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of trafficking mechanism for a conventional and recycling antibody. a Antibody–antigen complexes taken up by 
cells through non-specific pinocytosis or endocytosis are shuttled to sorting endosomes. In sorting endosome, the complex binds FcRn at acidic 
pH 6.0. A conventional antibody bound to an antigen at pH 6.0, is preferentially directed toward recycling pathways mediated by FcRn rather 
than transitioning from sorting endosome to the lysosome for lysosomal degradation. For an engineered recycling/sweeping antibody, reduced 
antigen affinity at pH 6.0 leads to dissociation of the antigen from the antibody–antigen complex. The dissociated antigen is trafficked towards the 
lysosome for degradation. Sweeping antibodies having a higher affinity to FcRn at pH 7.4 undergo FcRn mediated endocytosis. This higher affinity 
to FcRn leads to higher persistence of the antibody, and reduced availability of antigen
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modulated by the TME. Applicability of pH-responsive 
antibodies in the engineering of chimeric antigen recep-
tor T-cells (CAR-T) and in drug delivery to the brain is 
reviewed. Aspects of generation of such pH-responsive 
antibodies are also covered.

Functionalities of antibodies targeting soluble 
or membrane‑bound antigens
Based on the targeted antigen, therapeutic antibodies can 
be divided into three groups: (i) antibodies against solu-
ble circulating targets, (ii) antibodies against membrane-
bound targets with shedding, and (iii) antibodies against 
membrane-bound targets without shedding [15].

Shedding is a process mediated by membrane-
anchored metalloproteases in which the extracellular 
domain of an antigen is released from the cell membrane 
[16]. Upon analysis of reported examples of pH-respon-
sive antibodies, a clear correlation between the designed 
pH-dependent mode of action and the targeted antigen 
is observed. Antibodies against soluble antigens and shed 
membrane antigens are usually designed to bind their 
targets at neutral pH and release them at acidic pH. This 
approach allows the efficient elimination of these anti-
gens from bodily fluids. In contrast, membrane-bound 
antigens associated with solid tumors are targeted mainly 
by antibodies engineered to recognize the antigen only at 
acidic pH. Acidic pH-selectivity allows for better spatial 
specificity and provides resistance to drug inactivation at 
low pH. Each of the mentioned categories of antibodies 
is considered in its class and discussed in the following 
sections.

Targeting Soluble Antigens with Antibodies 
Releasing Antigen at Acidic pH
Immune complexes of polyclonal antibodies and a solu-
ble antigen, which are formed during a typical immune 
response, are usually cleared by phagocytic cells. 
Depending on the antigen to antibody ratio, the com-
plexes can be like soluble lattice or like large insoluble 
particles, which are deposited in filtrating tissues, e.g. 
kidneys. Immune complexes are also formed by thera-
peutic monoclonal antibodies and their targets. A typical 
monoclonal antibody can bind two antigen molecules at 
once. A lattice-like complex can be formed by a mono-
clonal antibody only if the antigen comprises at least 
two epitopes recognized by the antibody. The targets 
described in this section are monomeric soluble proteins; 
thus, their complexes with therapeutic antibodies are 
small and soluble.

In vivo, the administration of antibodies at times 
results in antibody-mediated antigen accumulation or, 
in other words, antibody buffering [17, 18]. Although 
this phenomenon is real for several clinically relevant 

antigens, it is limited in its context [19]. The concentra-
tion of an antigen in an extracellular fluid depends on the 
equilibrium between antigen production and its removal 
via endocytosis and lysosomal degradation. Administra-
tion of a specific antibody can profoundly increase the 
half-life of an antigen by trapping it in an antigen–anti-
body complex that is recycled by FcRn in endosomes. To 
address this issue, Igawa et al. developed antibodies that 
are pH-responsive and release bound antigen in acidified 
endosomes (Fig. 1) [20].

A conventional antibody with (sub)nanomolar affinity 
usually binds an antigen and remains in complex with the 
antigen for a long time. This effect results from a sought 
after mechanism for low dissociation rate during the 
development of biotherapeutics. In contrast to conven-
tional antibodies, the molecules developed by Igawa et al. 
can release antigen upon internalization into endosomes. 
The antibodies work in cycles of antigen binding—endo-
cytosis—antigen releasing—recycling into the extracel-
lular fluid—binding the antigen again, and are called 
recycling antibodies [14] (Fig. 1).

Recycling antibodies can be further improved by 
increasing their internalization rate by enhancing their 
affinities towards a cell-membrane protein, e.g., FcRn 
[21] or FcγR2b [22]. Recycling antibodies with increased 
internalization rates are called sweeping antibodies [14]. 
Besides the pH-dependent variable region, well-char-
acterized examples of sweeping antibodies comprised 
modified Fc-region that allow binding to the cell mem-
brane [21, 22]. We expect also that the sweeping activ-
ity and increased internalization of an antibody can be 
achieved by the construction of a multispecific molecule 
that is equipped with a variable region recognizing one 
of the receptors recycled between plasma membrane 
and endosomes, e.g., insulin receptor, asialoglycoprotein 
receptor, high-mannose receptor, low-density lipopro-
tein-receptor or transferrin receptor.

The safety and efficacy of the sweeping antibodies was 
demonstrated in clinical trials with antibodies targeting 
complement component 5 (C5) [23–25]. C5 is cleaved 
by C5-convertase during complement activation cascade 
into two proteins: C5a—a chemoattractant for leukocytes 
and C5b that is involved in the formation of membrane 
attacking complex. The complex invades a cell mem-
brane leading to its disruption and cell lysis. In several 
rare diseases, e.g., paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria 
or atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome, C5 is activated 
in an uncontrolled manner. Eculizumab—a monoclo-
nal anti-C5 antibody that became a standard of care in 
the rare complement-dependent diseases, blocks the C5 
cleavage. C5 concentration in human serum can reach 
more than 100 ug/mL [26]. Thus, to target C5 efficiently, 
very high doses of eculizumab must be administered. 
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According to the prescribing information, the recom-
mended dose of eculizumab for adult patients exceeds 
1000  mg every two weeks. For comparison, a dose of 
adalimumab, an anti-tumor necrosis factor antibody 
used, e.g., in rheumatoid arthritis treatment, is about 
40 mg per week. High and frequent intravenous admin-
istration of eculizumab increases the costs of therapy and 
reduces patient comfort.

Engineering the eculizumab antibody with a sweep-
ing activity resolved the above-discussed challenges 
associated with this therapy. The introduction of histi-
dine substitutions into its CDRs allowed pH-responsive 
antigen-binding leading to enhanced C5 clearance and 
prolonged half-life of the antibody. Moreover, additional 
mutations engineered in Fc-region enhanced the bind-
ing of the antibody to FcRn [27]. The generated antibody 
ALXN1210 (ravulizumab) was evaluated in clinical trials 
and was approved by FDA [28].

Another anti-C5 sweeping antibody SKY59, a human-
ized and engineered version for pH-responsiveness of a 
rabbit monoclonal antibody [29] was analyzed in preclin-
ical animal models [30] and in phase I/II clinical trial [24, 
31]. SKY59 showed long-lasting neutralization of C5, and 
it could inhibit C5 variant Arg885His that is not recog-
nized by eculizumab [30].

A recent study showed the application of recycling 
and sweeping antibodies for the removal of toxins. The 
activity of conventional and pH-responsive variants of 
an antibody against Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) 
superantigen in a mouse model were compared [32]. 
Although all analyzed antibodies neutralized the toxin 
and reduced cytokine production, the pH-responsive 
molecules eliminated the toxin significantly faster than 
the conventional molecules. Recycling and sweeping 
antibodies theoretically can remove antigens out of cir-
culation even if they do not neutralize them in in-vitro 
assays. Thus, they can be used as efficient antitoxins 
when a neutralizing antibody is not available.

Recycling and sweeping antibodies can target also 
extensively shed antigens. Bogen et  al. recently devel-
oped a pH-responsive bispecific antibody targeting two 
crucial tumor markers CEACAM-5 and CEACAM-6 
[33–35]. This unique molecule binds CEACAM-5 in a 
pH-responsive way and CEACAM-6 pH-independently. 
The presence of shed CEACAM-5 in the bloodstream 
hampers the efficacy of anti-CEACAM-5 antibody ther-
apy. Administration of pH-dependent anti-CEACAM-5 
antibody reduces the concentration of the antigen in 
serum and, consequently, allows for a better targeting 
of CEACAM-5 positive tumors. The bispecific antibody 
developed by Bogen et al. has not been tested in the ani-
mal models yet.

Sweeping antibodies allow better antigen clearance, or 
at least they suppress antigen accumulation, as demon-
strated by targeting the soluble C5 antigen and the first 
bispecific antibody with putative recycling modality, 
which is still under development. The utility of recycling 
or sweeping antibodies might be limited in the case of 
targeting of the tumor microenvironment (TME). Low 
pH within TME prevents the binding of an antigen to 
the variable regions engineered to release it in acidified 
endosomes. Thus, in the next section, other strategies to 
target antigens within TME are discussed further.

Targeting antigens within tumor 
microenvironment with acidic‑pH‑selective 
antibodies
Importance of pH in tumor microenvironment
Hanahan and Weinberg [36, 37], in their seminal work, 
proposed that cancer is crafted by genetic alterations 
and disruption of cellular homeostasis. These altera-
tions together lead to an extracellular milieu termed as 
tumor microenvironment (TME) and have several impli-
cations on tumor development and metastasis. A body 
of work has confirmed heterogeneity of TME, which is 
exacerbated by the somatic evolution of the malignancy 
[38–40]. Tumor acidosis resulting from alterations in the 
metabolism of tumor cells is a symbol of aberrant cell–
cell interactions and the disruption of homeostasis [41, 
42]. In this state, cells preferentially utilize glycolysis over 
oxidative phosphorylation as a primary means of energy 
liberation, an effect termed as anaerobic glycolysis [43]. 
Such a phenotype displays up to tenfold higher lactic acid 
load on the extracellular environment compared to intra-
cellular compartment, leading to diffusive transport of 
H+ ions into interstitial space [44, 45].

pH is a globally pervasive parameter in TME. The suc-
cess of therapies targeting the pH of the tumor microen-
vironment depends in part on the precise measurement 
of the tumor pH. Among recent advances made in the 
measurement of pH of TME there are techniques com-
prising PET radiotracers, MR spectroscopy, MRI, and 
optical imaging. Details about these techniques are cov-
ered in the reviews by Zhang et  al. and Chen et  al. [46, 
47]. Changes of pH have an impact on the components 
of TME, such as stromal cells, extracellular matrix, and 
immune cells, contributing to immunosuppression, 
inflammation, immune escape, and disease progression. 
In acidic pH, effector immune cells (T & NK) undergo 
a state of reversible anergy followed by apoptosis, while 
suppressor myeloid lineage cells sustain tumor growth 
reducing drug response. These cells with differential 
functions often serve as a brake-on immune activity. They 
may also impede immunotherapy of the so-called cold-
tumors i.e. tumors characterized by lack of infiltrating 
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T cells as well as by lack of proinflammatory cytokines 
[48–50]. The extracellular acidity could also profoundly 
impact the bioavailability of therapeutic antibodies. On 
the other hand, acidic environment can be exploited as 
a necessary condition for activation of a therapeutic anti-
body. Precise spatiotemporal action of a therapeutic anti-
body is highly desired because it reduces drug toxicity. 
Examples of antibodies that are active only within acidic 
pH of TME are reviewed in the following section.

Targeting TME by acidic pH‑selective antibodies
Sulea et al. developed pH-dependent anti-human epider-
mal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) antibodies that bind 
the antigen in acidic pH stronger than in a neutral envi-
ronment. Kd value of the most pH-responsive antibody 
was about 290 nM at pH 7.3 and 6.6 nM at pH 5.6 [51]. 
The activity of the antibody was demonstrated in the 
tumor spheroid model. The antibody inhibited spheroid 
growth at pH 6.4, but the effect was not observed at pH 
7.4. Trastuzumab, a control molecule in the experiment, 
inhibited spheroid growth at acidic and neutral pH. Tras-
tuzumab is widely used in the treatment of HER2-posi-
tive breast cancer and HER2-positive metastatic gastric 
cancer. However, the clinical application of trastuzumab 
is associated with the risk of cardiotoxicity [52] because 
HER2 is expressed on adult cardiomyocytes. The devel-
opment of acidic pH-selective antibodies might alleviate 
adverse effects by improving the targeting of TME and 
increasing the spatial specificity of the drugs.

Antibodies targeting tumors affect malignant cells 
via different Fc-dependent effector functions. Besides 
the direct effect on intracellular signaling upon antigen 
binding, an anti-tumor antibody usually activates cyto-
toxic cells expressing FcRs. Antibodies bound to a tumor 
cell activate also complement component C1q and, as a 
result, trigger complement cascade. It was shown that the 
binding of antibodies to C1q and FcRs depends on pH 
[53, 54]. Likely, the Fc region can also be modified to bind 
the specific receptors in a pH-dependent manner. This 
approach was suggested for the improvement of interac-
tion between Fc fragment of IgG1 and FcγR3a expressed 
on natural killer cells [55].

Response to immunotherapy can be improved by rais-
ing pH in TME through bicarbonate taken orally [56]. 
This observation indicates that the action of immune 
checkpoint inhibitors is compromised by acidic TME, 
and the activity of common anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD1 
antibodies at low pH can be further improved. Moreover, 
the V-domain immunoglobulin suppressor of T cell acti-
vation (VISTA) was identified as a novel pH-dependent 
immune checkpoint [13]. VISTA was the first example of 
immune checkpoint activated exclusively in acidic TME. 
The extracellular domain of VISTA has an unusually 

extended loop comprising several histidine residues. At 
acidic pH, the loop binds a patch of sulfated tyrosines in 
P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1). Acidic TME 
implies an active state of VISTA by keeping the histidine-
rich loop in a positively charged state [13].

VISTA is highly expressed in myeloid cells, and it pro-
motes the inhibitory function of myeloid-derived sup-
pressor cells (MDSCs) in tumors [57]. Concurrently, 
PSGL-1 is expressed on T-cell, and it mediates extravasa-
tion of the cells into inflamed tissues. Tumor-infiltrating 
T-cells migrate into a more acidic environment where 
they encounter myeloid cells exposing activated VISTA. 
PSGL-1 on the infiltrating T-cells forms complex with 
VISTA on the myeloid cells. Therefore, the T cell immune 
response is inhibited [13].

VISTA-mediated immunosuppression was reversed 
by antibodies blocking the interaction between VISTA 
and PSGL-1 in  vivo. A comparison of the efficacy of 
acidic-pH-selective and conventional VISTA-blocking 
antibodies revealed superior pharmacokinetics of the 
pH-responsive molecule. VISTA is expressed on cir-
culating and organ-resident myeloid cells. Thus, the 
conventional anti-VISTA antibody accumulated in leu-
kocyte-rich organs. In contrast, the acidic pH-selective 
antibody localized primarily within the tumor and exhib-
ited prolonged blood mean residence time in animal 
models [13].

The presented examples demonstrate that pH-respon-
sive antibodies targeting tumors need to be screened for 
activity at the low pH typical for TME. The engineering 
of antibodies should not be limited to searching for mol-
ecules with activity within a broad range of pH values. 
Acidic-pH selectivity might substantially improve spatial 
specificity of biotherapeutics.

Targeting TME with acidic‑pH‑selective CAR‑T cells
Variable fragments of pH-responsive antibodies can be 
used as targeting domains in chimeric antigen recep-
tors (CARs, Fig. 2). T cells engineered to express CARs 
(CAR-T cells) are one of the most attractive fields for 
cancer therapeutics. CARs are analogous in action to 
T cell receptors [58, 59]. CARs are composed of single 
chain variable fragment (scFv) of an antibody for recog-
nition of the malignant cells, spacers, transmembrane 
domain, and intracellular domains for enhanced immune 
response and T-cell downstream activation. Currently, 
this treatment modality has demonstrated unprece-
dented response rates of 70–90% in B-cell malignancies 
with two FDA approvals [60–62]. However, this treat-
ment is not a panacea. CAR-T cells can elicit a robust 
immune response, which can lead to potentially fatal 
inflammatory reactions like cytokine release syndrome 
[63]. Cytokines released at an acceptable limit suggests 
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the efficacy of the treatment, while severe cases lead to 
fatalities, as demonstrated in several clinical trials [64], 
e.g., affinity-enhanced TCR against the melanoma-asso-
ciated antigen 3 (MAGE-A3) trial [65]. Unfortunately, 
the success of CAR-T cells is obscured in treating solid 
tumors [66, 67]. It is attributed to lack of targetable anti-
gens expressed exclusively on tumor cells. This leads to 
on-target off-tumor cross-reactive toxicities and illus-
trates that for the CAR-T therapy, precision in detecting 
cancer could be improved [67–72].

Molecular recognition and precision of therapy have 
been enhanced by providing additional functionality 
to CAR-T cells, thereby orthogonally modulating their 
activation as per their environment. Some novel ways 
comprise using inhibitory receptors, among them novel 
synthetic variants of Notch receptors, logical CARs, 
which are equipped with conditional activation modules 
[73–75]. There are several excellent reviews on CAR-T 
cells and their applications in therapy [76–79]. Hence 
additional details are not included here. Instead, the 
emphasis is given on spatial activation and localization 
of CAR-T-cells within TME. Moreover, examples of engi-
neered CAR-T cells modulated by the difference in pH 
within TME [80, 81] are also discussed.

In one of the critical studies, it was confirmed that 
the modulation of T cell metabolism could alter the cell 

function [82]. Glycolytic metabolite phosphoenolpyru-
vate (PEP) maintains signaling and effector function 
of the nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT). Insuf-
ficient PEP levels can cause anti-tumor T cell responses 
to diminish. In the same study, it was demonstrated that 
overexpression of PEP carboxykinase 1 catalyzes the pro-
duction of PEP in T cells, which leads to enhanced effec-
tor function [82]. Another example from a patent shows 
pH alteration in TME of the CHO xenograft tumor 
model and a decrease in cathepsin activity upon adminis-
tration of sodium bicarbonate [83]. The relative protease 
activity of cathepsin is higher at lower pH and lower at 
higher pH and serves as a indirect measure of the pH of 
the tumor microenvironment. Administration of sodium 
bicarbonate was further used to verify and modulate the 
activity of CAR-T-cells in-vivo by shifting the pH within 
the TME. Given nutrients deficits in solid tumors, modu-
lation of CAR-T cell’s metabolic characteristics is critical 
for effective therapy.

F1 Oncology Inc./BioAtla, in their patent application 
[84], extended their proprietary conditionally active bio-
logics (CAB) platform to develop a novel approach for 
CAR-T therapy. CAB platform is utilized to discover 
antibodies that are activated or inactivated under speci-
fied physiological conditions depending on the cellular 
microenvironment. A schematic is represented in Fig. 2.

scFv Fragment

Co-Stimulatory Domain
(eg. 4-1BB or CD28)

CD3ζ Signaling Domain

Spacer/Hinge

Enhance Immune Response

Downstream Signaling
T-Cell Activation

eg. IgG1 Hinge

pH Dependent Antigen Binding 

Transmembrane Domain

Antigen +ve Cancer Cells 
at pH5.9

Antigen +ve Healthy Cells 
at pH 7.4

CAR-O�/ Diminished

Activity at pH=7.4

CAR-On/ Enhanced 

Activity at pH<7.4
CAB-CAR-T Cell Harboring
Target Speci�c scFv

Fig. 2 Schematics of a recombinant CAR-T cell. a Construct comprises a downstream signaling domain for T-cell activation; a co-stimulatory 
domain that enhances cytokine production; transmembrane domain traversing the cellular membrane for anchoring the CAR; spacer region 
affecting the flexibility and functionality; scFv: a targeting domain recognizes the tumor-associated antigen. b Schematics for a conditionally active 
biologics instilling “AND” logic gate characteristics to the CAR-T cell are shown. A pH-dependent scFv is engineered for binding to its cognate 
receptor on tumor cells with high affinity only within TME at pH < 7.4, i.e. “CAR-On” mode. In the context of antigens expressed on healthy cells (at 
pH 7.4) the affinity to cognate antigens is severely diminished i.e. “CAR-Off” mode thus sparing the normal/healthy cells
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AXL receptor tyrosine kinase (AXL) and receptor 
tyrosine kinase like orphan receptor 2 (ROR2) are can-
cer-associated antigens. Elevated expression levels of 
these receptors are observed in various cancers of high 
unmet clinical needs [85, 86]. CARs harboring anti-
AXL and anti-ROR2 scFv were engineered to provide 
pH-dependent binding functionality, resulting in CAB-
CARs. It was demonstrated that in TME under acidic 
conditions (pH ~ 6.7), the affinity of the CAB-CAR scFv 
domains against their cognate antigen was higher as 
compared to the pH at 7.4. Therefore, tumor target rec-
ognition via these scFvs and eventually T cells trans-
fected with such CARs become activated only within 
TME in a pH-dependent manner. At the same time, on-
target off-tumor toxicity was reduced. These CAB-CAR-
T cells displayed reversible “AND” logic gate properties, 
requiring both antigen presence and TME conditions for 
activity.

In the same patent application, multispecific pH-
dependent CAB-CAR T cells were reported. One of the 
antigen-binding domains is specific to either ROR2 or 
AXL. The second antigen-binding domain binds another 
target, e.g., other antigen associated with cancer (CD19, 
CD38, HER2, EGFR, CEA, or IL-13R-a2), or a cancer-
related ligand (IL-13, heregulin, VEGF).

Furthermore, it was shown that T cells transduced with 
the anti-AXL CAB-CAR or the anti-ROR2 CAB-CAR 
constructs elicited conditional cytokine secretion and 
activation of these T cells upon exposure to their cognate 
tumor antigens, in a pH-dependent manner. The read-
out was measured as higher levels of IL-2, IFN-γ, early 
activation marker CD69, and the degranulation marker 
CD107a at pH 6.7 but not at pH of 7.4. Additionally, these 
CAB-CARs were shown to be efficacious in a preclinical 
mouse model demonstrating the utility of the approach 
in accessing solid tumors and driving cytolysis of target 
cells.

pH‑responsive antibodies with improved 
pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics
Besides removing soluble proteins from circulation and 
targeting TME, pH-responsive modality might improve 
the pharmacokinetics of antibodies that exhibit target 
mediated clearance. Well-known examples of this phe-
nomenon are antibodies binding proprotein convertase 
subtilisin/Kexin type 9 (PCSK9) that are quickly cleared 
from the circulation [87, 88]. Substantial improvement 
in the pharmacokinetics of anti-PCSK9 antibodies was 
achieved with their recycling variants, i.e., antibod-
ies binding the antigen at neutral pH and releasing it in 
acidified endosomes. The recycling variants may enable 
less frequent or lower dosing schemes of the anti-PCSK9 
antibodies [87].

A short half-life of molecules can be prolonged by fus-
ing them with a protein preventing their clearance by 
FcRn-dependent mechanism, e.g., albumin [89]. Qiu 
et al. developed two acidic pH-selective anti-FcRn scFvs 
that might be used as moieties extending half-life of, e.g., 
therapeutic peptides [90]. The scFvs bind FcRn at acidic 
pH only. Thus, they mimic albumin behavior and enable 
the recycling of a molecule that was fused with them.

Application of recycling antibodies in tumor targeting 
seems to be counterintuitive since recycling antibodies 
do not bind their cognate antigens in acidic pH, which 
is the hallmark of TME. However, a recycling variant of 
therapeutic anti-HER2 antibody conjugated with a cyto-
toxic drug showed better cytotoxicity toward HER2-
positive tumors than the non-recycling variant [91]. The 
recycling modality allowed better lysosomal delivery of 
the drug that was crucial for the efficacy of the antibody–
drug conjugate.

Also, other pH-dependent antibodies target cytotoxic 
T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) on T-cells 
present in TME. CTLA-4 is an inhibitory receptor act-
ing as a major negative regulator of T-cells. CTLA-4 
shares B7-family ligands with stimulatory receptor CD28, 
but CTLA-4 binds the ligands considerably stronger. 
Ipilimumab, the first anti-CTLA-4 immune checkpoint 
inhibitor, was approved by the FDA for melanoma treat-
ment in 2011 [92]. However, the antibody demonstrates 
severe immunotherapy related adverse effects. Advances 
in the understanding of CTLA-4 biology and intracellular 
trafficking lead to new ideas about how CTLA-4 can be 
safely exploited as a target for immunotherapy [93–95].

CTLA-4 is recycled between the plasma membrane and 
endosomes by binding to lipopolysaccharide-responsive 
and beige-like anchor protein (LRBA) [93, 95]. Antibod-
ies that bind CTLA-4 disrupt the recycling process. Con-
sequently, CTLA-4 is systemically directed to lysosomal 
degradation, and autoimmunity-related adverse effects 
are developed due to the unstoppable action of cytotoxic 
T cells. Conversely, pH-dependent anti-CTLA-4 antibod-
ies, which dissociate from the target under acidic pH in 
endosomes, allow physiological CTLA-4 recycling, and 
reduce adverse effects. The mode of action of the pH-
dependent anti-CTLA-4 antibodies is rather counter-
intuitive because CTLA-4 is a membrane antigen that 
needs to be inactivated on T-cells within acidic TME. 
However, the antibodies demonstrated superior efficacy 
in a humanized mouse model [93].

pH‑responsive antibodies in crossing the blood–
brain barrier
Conventionally, central nervous system (CNS) is pur-
sued as immune-privileged [96]. However, there are 
reports [97, 98] suggesting the immune system interfaces 
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with the brain. The poor transport of active ingredients 
including monoclonal antibodies, antibody–drug con-
jugates (ADCs), and hydrophilic substances across the 
blood–brain barrier (BBB) impedes the development 
of new therapies to the clinic. Hence, the prognosis 
for patients with CNS diseases remains bleak. BBB is a 
dynamic and protective neurovascular unit, the function-
ality of which depends on a close interplay between vari-
ous cells, receptors, enzymes, and transporters [99]. For 
the normal functioning of the brain, BBB allows the pas-
sage of specific molecules based on different mechanisms 
of transport [100]. Broadly, substances can undergo 
simple diffusion, facilitated diffusion, carrier-mediated 
transport, receptor-mediated transcytosis/endocytosis, 
absorptive-mediated transport, and carrier-mediated 
efflux to pass through the BBB. The transport mecha-
nisms have been discussed in thorough detail elsewhere 
[100]. For large molecules like antibodies and ADCs, 
the primary pathway to cross BBB is receptor-mediated 
transport (RMT).

RMT is specific to a receptor expressed on the 
endothelial cells. Ligands targeting their cognate anti-
gens like transferrin, insulin, insulin-like growth factor I 
and II, angiotensin II [101, 102] have been engineered to 
deliver drugs across the BBB in the form of protein-drug 
conjugates. These ligand-antigen interactions facilitate 
transcytosis, one of the mechanisms for pH-dependent 
recognition. A recent reviews of antibodies targeting the 
blood–brain barrier as well as CNS diseases, particularly 
glioma, was published [102–104]. Therefore, examples in 
this review are only incorporated to cater to pH-depend-
ent properties of antibodies.

Transferrin receptor (TfR) has been studied as an inter-
nalizing receptor on endothelial cells in the BBB [105]. 
ADCs with corresponding anti-TfR antibody binding TfR 
on the apical side of the BBB have been demonstrated 
to deliver payloads into the brain [106–110]. A method 
termed “Trojan Horse” is utilized, wherein the antibody 
targets an epitope that is distinct from the ligand-binding 
site on the receptor. The ligand-receptor complex then 
undergoes internalization by endocytosis and leads to 
the formation of intracellular trafficking vesicles [111]. 
Inside the endosome, due to pH change from 7.4 to 6.5, 
the ligand is released from the receptor-ligand complex 
to exert effects in the brain [112].

Up to 90% of anti-TfR antibody clone OX26 and 8D3 
with a high affinity to their cognate antigen were found 
in the brain capillaries upon intravenous administra-
tion at the timepoint of 24 h; in contrast, the low-affinity 
antibodies detected at the brain parenchyma were co-
localized with a neuronal marker [113]. Due to prolonged 
residence time, the degradation of the high-affinity 
antibody-TfR complex occurred mainly in lysosomes in 

contrast to the low-affinity complex, which is congruent 
with the in  vivo observation leading to low brain expo-
sure. As an alternative improvement approach, engineer-
ing of the antibody for monovalency was reported [114].

Long residence time, affinity, and effect of an antibody 
can be optimized for appropriate brain exposure by engi-
neering pH-responsive antigen-binding property to the 
antibody, thereby improving its transcytosis. Antibodies 
with reduced affinity to TfR at pH 5.5, as compared to 
affinity at pH 7.4, were shown to have greater transcyto-
sis into the brain than antibodies that have similar bind-
ing affinity at both pH 5.5 and 7.4 [115].

A similar strategy was reported in the patent 
WO2012143379A1. A fusion polypeptide with a binding 
site to an internalizing receptor was disclosed. The anti-
TfR antibody MEM-189 with reduced affinity at acidic 
pH could undergo transcytosis and recycling. In another 
patent, UW-Madison researchers have disclosed an anti-
TfR scFv displaying higher dissociation at pH 5.5 than 
at a physiological pH of 7.4 [116]. A comparison of this 
antibody and its parental clone revealed differential traf-
ficking and up to 2.6-times higher intracellular accumula-
tion of the pH-responsive molecule. 

Although RMT has been studied extensively for 
delivery of drugs into the brain, forwarding antibodies 
exploiting RMT to the clinic has been a daunting task 
[112]. Low efficiency of the antibody delivery across BBB, 
degradation within endosomes, as well as antibody trap-
ping in the endothelial cells contribute to the insufficient 
localization of the therapeutic molecule in the brain. The 
un-differentiated expression of TfR and similar receptors 
in various tissues could potentially elicit on-target off-
tumor toxicity. The engineering of the pH-responsiveness 
to the antibodies may help with balancing affinity and 
desired releasing of biotherapeutics targeting the brain 
tissue.

Generation of pH‑responsive antibodies
Generation of pH‑responsive variable domains
Published examples of the generation of pH-responsive 
antibodies demonstrated different methodologies, but 
an overall strategy for many of the known pH-responsive 
antibodies was based on the engineering of a pre-existing 
specific binder. pH-responsive variants were engineered 
from parental molecules, including therapeutic antibod-
ies [27, 51], binders selected using immune libraries of 
displayed antibodies [33], human antibodies derived 
from transgenic animals[13], or even rabbit monoclonal 
antibody [29].

Almost all known pH-responsive antibodies sense pH 
due to histidine residues within their variable regions. 
pKa value of the histidine side chain is about 6; thus, 
at pH below 6.0, the histidine side chain is mostly 
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protonated, whereas, at physiologic pH 7.4, it is deproto-
nated. It was shown that an increased number of ioniz-
able groups correlates with stronger pH-dependency [33, 
117]. Since histidine is rare within germline and matured 
sequences of CDRs in antibodies, synthetic or semi-
synthetic repertoires of histidine doped variants can be 
screened for pH-responsive binders [118]. There are also 
reports describing the generation of mouse pH-respon-
sive antibodies by hybridoma technique, in which B 
lymphocytes isolated from immunized mice were immor-
talized by fusion with myeloma cells [119, 120]. However, 
screening of naïve repertoires, even if they are artificially 
doped with histidine, is usually laborious, and only a few 
percent of the identified clones are pH-dependent [119, 
121]. We found only one report describing panning of a 
naïve phage-displayed repertoire, in which 50% of unique 
clones bound target selectively at acidic pH [90]. Proto-
cols for the generation of pH-responsive binders from a 
naïve repertoire are available [118].

Also, pH value may influence the state of an antigen, 
and pH-selective antibodies can be raised against the 
state of the antigen. Epitopes that depend on pH were 
identified in C5 [30] and VISTA [13]. In these examples, 
the epitopes comprised three histidine residues. Antibod-
ies binding these epitopes were generated and engineered 
to be pH selective. Histidine residues in the epitopes par-
tially determined the pH-selectivity of the antibodies as 
demonstrated by solving crystal structures of antigen–
antibody complexes and loss-of-function mutagenesis of 
the antigen [13, 30].

As we explained above, the most successful approach to 
generate a pH-responsive antibody is the engineering of a 
pre-existing specific binder. Researchers usually combine 
different methods of protein engineering, based on the 
rational design as well as on screening of large libraries of 
displayed variants.

Rational design based on sequence or structure analysis 
was applied for well-characterized antibodies, e.g., eculi-
zumab [27], pertuzumab [91], and the equivalent of tras-
tuzumab [51]. Rational design requires many input data; 
thus, it can be applied only to scrutinized molecules. At 
the beginning, histidine-scanning is usually employed to 
find first leading molecules with preferred binding char-
acteristics. Histidine scanning is a variant of the well-
known alanine scanning, where selected residues in a 
protein are mutated, and then functional analysis of the 
mutein is performed. In the case of eculizumab, a small 
library of 66 variants was created by replacing each posi-
tion within CDRs by histidine [27]. In other examples, 
20 variants of anti-SEB antibody 3E2 were designed as 
yeast displayed scFvs, but only nine of them were suc-
cessfully expressed, suggesting that introduced histidine 
affected folding [32]. Some properties of mutants can be 

predicted with reasonable accuracy by computational 
methods. Sulea et al. performed in silico histidine-scan-
ning of anti-HER2 antibody [51]. The analysis was based 
on the crystal structure of the antigen–antibody com-
plex. Then, the authors selected variants that met applied 
criteria and expressed them to analyze their properties. 
This approach reduced the number of initial binders for 
experimental evaluation.

Display technologies allowed screening of vast rep-
ertoires of variants and were applied as an alternative 
or complementary way for identification of leading pH-
responsive variants of an antibody. Different types of the 
displayed libraries were reported: simple phage-displayed 
scFv libraries of pertuzumab variants with NNB-rand-
omized CDRs [91]; yeast-displayed libraries of separately 
synthesized genes encoding anti-VISTA antibody vari-
ants with charged residues introduced into CDRs [13]; 
yeast-displayed libraries of histidine-doped light chain 
paired with anti-CEACAM-5 VH-only binder [33]. All 
the libraries allowed to select pH-responsive variants of 
the parental molecules. The libraries were subjected to 
positive and negative steps by incubation with the anti-
gen at predetermined pH, then desired pools of variants 
were retrieved, amplified, and introduced as input for 
subsequent selection round [13, 33, 91].

The rational design or selection of a displayed library 
was followed by screening. Typically, the binding of each 
variant to antigen was analyzed in a simple ELISA at two 
different pH, e.g., 5.8 and 7.4 [29, 91]. A comparison of 
the signal obtained in the two pH values facilitated ini-
tial selection of promising hits. More detailed analyzes 
based on surface plasmon resonance or biolayer interfer-
ometry were done in parallel with ELISA [27, 29]. Some 
authors also did cell-based assays at different pH at a very 
early stage of biotherapeutic development [13, 32]. Then, 
selected leading variants were further engineered. Iden-
tified mutations promoting pH-responsive binding were 
combined, and their impact was re-evaluated in biophysi-
cal assays. An additive effect of combined mutations was 
reported by at least three independent groups [13, 29, 
33].

pH‑responsive Fc and its engineering
Fc region determines the effector functions of an anti-
body and its persistence in the blood. Thus, the desired 
modes of action of an antibody can be achieved by select-
ing appropriate Fc isotype. Most antibodies available in 
the clinic today belong to IgG1 or IgG4 subclasses. IgG1 
has potent effector functions like activation of ADCC 
and complement cascade. Additionally, the pharmacoki-
netics of IgG1 is suitable for translation to the clinic. 
IgG2 and IgG4 are weak activators of the effector func-
tions. Human IgG3 has not been used as a scaffold in any 
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clinically approved biologics because of difficulties in its 
development [122]. However, IgG1/IgG3 heterodimeric 
variants are reported to have a higher cytotoxic potential 
as compared to wild-type counterparts [123]. The intro-
duction of point mutations into Fc-region leads to pre-
cise control of the effector functions and half-life of an 
antibody. Comprehensive reviews of mutations within Fc 
and their impact on IgG1 characteristics were written by 
Kang and Jung [124], Ward, and Ober [125], Igawa et al. 
[14], and Bruhns and Jönsson [126]. These papers cover 
all the recent advances in Fc-engineering.

Interaction between Fc and FcRn was a prototype of 
pH-selective variable regions. FcRn binds exposed loops 
between CH2 and CH3 domains of heavy chain in IgG. 
Stoichiometry of FcRn and IgG interaction is in 2:1 [127]. 
The loops within the CH2/CH3 interface comprise histi-
dine residues that change their protonation state depend-
ing on pH [128]. FcRn binds Fc only when the histidine 
residues within the  CH2/CH3 interface are protonated. 
The slightly acidic environment within early endosomes 
allows IgG binding to FcRn, and consequently, IgG is sal-
vaged from lysosomal degradation.

In contrast to conventional antibodies, sweeping anti-
bodies were modified to bind FcRn at neutral pH [14]. 
FcRn is ubiquitously expressed on many cells; therefore, 
it provides extended adsorption surface for immune 
complexes. Binding to FcRn at neutral pH combined with 
the recycling activity of the variable region increased 
antigen clearance from circulation [21]. An alterna-
tive to FcRn-based sweeping was FcγR2b-based sweep-
ing [22]. Mutations within the Fc region, allowing both 
types of sweeping, were reviewed previously [14]. Simi-
lar mutations in the FcRn binding interface on IgG were 
described by Vaccaro et al. in so-called AbDegs (antibod-
ies that enhance IgG degradation) [129]. However, it has 
not been verified if they can be used for generation of 
sweeping antibodies.

Increasing Fc affinity to FcRn at neutral pH was fre-
quently associated with reducing the persistence of a 
biotherapeutic in blood. This issue was solved by modu-
lation of Fc affinity to FcRn to preserve sweeping activ-
ity and desired antibody half-life [119]. Another solution 
was the generation of FcγR2b-based sweeping [22]. The 
most recent approach based on multispecific molecules 
opens new ways for the generation of sweeping antibod-
ies with long blood persistence [33]. Nevertheless, this 
approach must be verified in animal models to confirm 
its putative sweeping activity.

The generation of pH-responsive antibody is usually a 
multi-step and laborious work (Fig. 3). The growing body 
of examples of pH-responsive molecules proved that it is 
achievable even by basic protein engineering laboratories 
equipped with instruments for affinity measurements. 
The pH-responsive mode of action opens new avenues to 
improve biotherapeutics. We expect that other methods 
of protein engineering enter this field, e.g., site-specific 
chemical modifications of proteins. The first pH on–
off binding switch antibodies were generated by nitra-
tion of the tyrosine side chain in 1994 [130]. The report 
predicted that the most innovative solutions would be 
developed by combining recombinant and chemical tech-
nologies. We believe that this approach is ready to be ver-
ified in the development of new biotherapeutics.

Conclusions
Molecular heterogeneity of the TME renders it amena-
ble to novel therapeutic molecules. This heterogeneity 
manifests itself as an opportunity for the development 
of a highly specific, customizable, and efficacious thera-
peutic regime. Antibody-based therapies are an excit-
ing and revolutionary treatment modality targeting 
previously undruggable diseases and antigens within 
TME. Nevertheless, side effects like off-target toxicities 
need addressing. Thus, high importance is currently 

Fig. 3 Generation of pH-dependent variable domain
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given to engineering next generation of drugs for pre-
cise spatiotemporal control and inducible gain of func-
tion within the targeted biological space. For antibodies 
it may be achieved via engineering pH-sensitive motifs 
in their variable regions.

Soluble antigens can be efficiently removed out of 
the circulation using recycling and sweeping antibod-
ies. A recycling antibody dissociates the antigens in 
sorting endosomes, where pH is acidic. The dissociated 
antibody is then recycled back to the plasma while the 
antigen is degraded in the lysosome. A sweeping anti-
body has also engineered Fc to enhance internalization 
rate of the antibody-antigen complex and eventually to 
increase antigen degradation in lysosomes.

The spatial persistence of an antibody confined to 
tumor vicinity is interesting to restrict its activity and 
localization, especially for highly differentiated TME. 
This strategy was demonstrated using monoclonal anti-
bodies and CAR-T cells based on “AND” logic with 
variable domain engineered for higher target binding at 
acidic pH. The logic gate approach improves the locali-
zation of an antibody or CAR-T cells and it reduces the 
off-tumor toxicity. Platforms based on phage or yeast 
display combined with standard protein engineering 
techniques can be utilized for generating pH-respon-
sive antibodies. The developability aspect of such anti-
bodies, needs to be carefully considered at an early 
stage of binder identification. This consideration ena-
bles facile manufacturing strategy and a faster route to 
the clinic.

pH-sensitive antibodies possess strong therapeutic 
potential. These antibodies should be further explored 
either as a standalone treatment modality or as a part 
of next-generation biological therapies having multi-
plexed effector modules for a specific biological read-
out. Such programmable antibody-based therapies can 
be a powerful tool in the physician’s arsenal.
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